Data Sheet

Qlik® Project Management Services
Project management expertise for Qlik Consulting engagements
You’re taking the right step to maximize the value of your Qlik solutions through a
partnership with Qlik Consulting. But how does Qlik ensure a successful
implementation that’s both on time and on budget? What’s the best way to effectively
and efficiently manage the people, processes, and technologies involved in
implementations: meeting goals, keeping people and tasks on track, ensuring fast,
effective communications, and controlling risks?
Qlik Project Management Services provides essential oversight and management for your Qlik Consulting
engagement with an experienced Qlik Project Manager who works in partnership with everyone involved
in your Qlik implementation. Leveraging our proven methodology, QPM, your dedicated Qlik Project
Manager provides end-to-end planning, monitoring, and risk management to help ensure fast and
scalable business benefits.

Maximize the success of Qlik implementations
Ensure on-time, on-budget implementations
Your Qlik Project Manager works closely with business users, IT, and other
stakeholders to keep your implementation on target.

• Plan properly with clear objectives and strict governance for on-time delivery
• Deliver fast, agile releases for quickest business benefit
• Manage change as business and project needs evolve
Promote highest quality implementations
Qlik Project Management ensures the end product meets your objectives, successfully
handling challenges that arise today and in the future.

• Collaborate with business users to build the right product
• Manage risks and issues to enable informed, timely decision making
• Lead Quality Assurance with testing for usability, functionality, security and scalability

Ensure highest ROI on Qlik implementations
You get maximum benefit from your Qlik investment: the best product, smoothly and
rapidly adopted by all the right people for both immediate and lasting success.

• Control budget and prioritize highest value functionality
• Manage rollout and training to maximize and accelerate adoption
• Advise on roadmap and manage aftercare for lasting benefits

How we do it
Your dedicated Qlik Project Manager works closely with your team to capture and collate requirements,
design, and develop solutions, as well as implement Qlik products and services within your organization.
You’ll have clear descriptions and close management of all technical and non-technical project activities,
documents, and deliverables throughout all phases of a Qlik project: Discovery, Execution and
Deployment.
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With a proven project management methodology in the hands of experienced Qlik project managers who
work in partnership with your internal team, you are ensured a best-in-class, secure, and scalable
implementation that comes in on time, in scope, and on budget.

For more information on how Qlik Consulting can partner with your organization to help you maximize
the value from your Qlik solutions, please visit our website at qlik.com/consulting, or contact us at
ConsultingSolutions@qlik.com.
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